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Close Reading of Unfamiliar Text – Oral 
B Toothbrush runs onto a Second line

CHAPTER

2 Concepts of physical activity

CHAPTER

1
NCEA Level 2 Physical Education material covered in this chapter is for Achievement 
Standard 91327 (Physical Education 2.1) ‘Examine the role and signifi cance of physical 
activity in the lives of young people in New Zealand’ by looking at:
• defi nitions of physical activity
• the role of physical activity
• physical activity guidelines.

What is physical activity?
Physical activity is a broad term that can mean different things to people according to 
their perspective and background. The terms ‘sport’, ‘exercise’ and ‘fi tness’ are often 
used interchangeably in relation to physical activity. The following are some common 
perspectives from which people view physical activity.

Physical activity is exercise
that makes people sweat

Physical activity is
any form of movement

Physical activity is
going for a run

Physical activity is
playing sport

 Activity 1A: What is physical activity? Ans p. 321

1. In groups, brainstorm your ideas about physical activity. To help get you thinking 
about this, consider the following questions.

 • When is a person active and when is a person inactive?
 • What are some examples of physical activity?
 • Can a person be active without being fi t?
 • What role does exercise play in a person’s physical activity levels?
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2. Create a group defi nition of physical activity using the ideas developed in the 
previous question.

Critical thinking regarding physical activity
Critical thinking is defi ned in Health and Physical Education in the New Zealand 
Curriculum as ‘examining, questioning, evaluating, and challenging taken-for-granted 
assumptions about issues and practices’. In order to engage in critical thinking, the 
following steps can be used.

Steps in the critical thinking process
1. State the assumption / opinion / statement that is to be investigated

2. Consider your own beliefs regarding the assumption / opinion / statement
 Where did the beliefs originate?
 What evidence is there to support the beliefs?
  Whose interests are disadvantaged and whose advantaged by the situation 

as it currently stands?

3. Compare commonly held beliefs with accepted/reputable sources of 
knowledge:

 • Sport NZ • Ministry of Education
 • Textbooks • PENZ research

4. Consider SPEECH perspectives
 S Societal infl uences (e.g. community involvement)
 P Political infl uences (e.g. government funding)
 E Economic infl uences (e.g. involvement of the media)
 E Environmental infl uences (e.g. support of family and friends)
 C Cultural infl uences (e.g. European and Maori attitudes)
 H Historical infl uences (e.g. traditions)

5. Revisit the original assumption / opinion / statement and explain any 
changes in personal opinion

Critical thinking about the common belief: ‘Fitness is related
to body shape’

The following Activity covers your opinions about whether fi tness is related to body 
shape (Step 1 in the critical thinking process).
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NCEA Level 2 Physical Education material covered in this chapter is for Achievement 
Standard 91328 (Physical Education 2.2) ‘Demonstrate understanding of how and why 
biophysical principles relate to the learning of physical skills’ by:
•  explaining and evaluating the movement of bones at joints by major muscles and 

describing the joint action.

Skeletal system
The skeletal system consists of the bones and joints of the human body. The main 
functions of the skeletal system are shown in the following diagram.

Supports weight of the
body. Provides framework
for other parts of the body
to attach to (such as organs,
muscles and ligaments).

Protects  body from damage
by outside environment. Keeps
organs, nerves and blood
vessels safe when body falls
over, is bumped or knocked.

Supplies  red and white blood cells in the
bone marrow. Stores various minerals
required for cell processes (such as
allowing muscles to contract (sodium) and
maintaining bone density (calcium)).

Movement – muscles that
are attached to the skeleton
pull other bones towards
where they are attached.

Achilles
tendon

Heel-ridges allow
attachment of
Achilles tendon

Marrow
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 Activity 3A: Functions of the skeletal system Ans p. 330

Copy and complete the table based on your knowledge of the functions of the skeletal 
system. 

Functions of skeletal system Example(s) Explanation of how this occurs

1. Support a. b.

2. Protection a. b.

3. Movement a. b.

4. Supply a. b.

Anatomical terms of reference

Superior
(to the top)

Proximal
(towards or near the trunk)

Distal
(away from
the trunk)

Inferior
(at the bottom)

Anterior
(to or at the front)

Posterior
(to the back)

Lateral
(to the side)

Medial
(towards the middle)

Using anatomical terms of reference allows human movement to be specifi cally defi ned.
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NCEA Level 2 Physical Education material covered in this chapter is for Achievement 
Standard 91329 (Physical Education 2.3) ‘Demonstrate understanding of the application 
of biophysical principles to training for physical activity’ by:
•  explaining and evaluating various aspects of training through examining the principles 

of training.

Principles of training
Participation in physical activity can require different types of fi tness, depending on the 
nature of the activity. Fitness is increased through exercise that matches the requirements 
of the person’s intended activity while considering their personal circumstances (e.g. 
injuries, current fi tness or training background). If a person is given inappropriate 
exercises to perform, the exercises can have harmful effects on their body and health 
(similar to taking the wrong medicine). Before undertaking an exercise programme, 
people should get advice from trained professionals.

The fi tness required of a professional cricketer is far more
complex and intense than that of a recreational player

For training to be effective rather than harmful, training guidelines must be followed, 
based on how the body responds to different types of training and the suitability of 
training to a particular type of activity.

Specificity
Training must specifically
match the activity
being trained for

Progressive overload
Training must
continually challenge
the individual by
getting harder

Rest
Training must incorporate sufficient
rest to allow the body to recover

Time
The length of a session depends on the
aspect of fitness being developed; training
should last long enough for improvements to
occur

Frequency
Frequency refers to how often a person
trains – depends on their fitness level
and the activity being trained for

Intensity
How hard a person trains – some activities
require a greater intensity level than
others; as a person’s fitness improves they
can increase their intensity of training

Type
Type of training varies
according to the activity
the person is training for

(SPORTFIT)
Principles
of training
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Specifi city
A training programme should match the specifi c demands of the activity the person is 
preparing for, because the physical requirements of most activities are different. The 
physical requirements of an activity can be divided into the following areas:

• Fitness components (e.g. strength, aerobic, fl exibility)
• Movement patterns/muscle groups (e.g. shuffl ing, jumping)
• Speed of movement (e.g. slow or fast)
• Duration (e.g. short, long, intermittent, continuous)
• Environment (e.g. water, land, outdoor, indoor, grass, court)

Rugby players practising footwork techniques

Example
Case Study – Specifi city of training
The following analysis was performed to assess the physical requirements of a 100 m 
sprinter.

Physical requirements of a 100 m sprinter Example training activities
(perform each activity

3 times, with 5 minutes of 
rest in between)

Fitness components Speed, muscular power •  12 tuck jumps (jump up 
in the air and lift knees 
up towards chest)

• 50 m hill sprint
• 4 × 20 m block starts
•  Stair hop (20 stairs using 

each leg)

Movement patterns Sprint, knee lift, arm/leg 
drive

Speed of 
movement

Fast and explosive

Duration Short and intermittent

Environment Outdoor track
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NCEA Level 2 Physical Education material covered in this chapter is for Achievement 
Standard 91330 (Physical Education 2.4) ‘Perform a physical activity in an applied setting’ 
by:
•  explaining the level of performance necessary to gain ‘Achievement’, ‘Merit’ or 

‘Excellence’ in a variety of physical activities.
The eight physical activities discussed are golf, tennis, kapa haka, netball, basketball, 
volleyball, cross-country skiing and bouldering.

Assessment criteria
For the three levels of achievement:

• Achievement: Perform a physical activity in an applied setting involves effectively 
demonstrating the elements and skills of the activity to enable full participation in the 
activity.

• Merit: Perform a physical activity to a high level in an applied setting involves 
consistently and effectively demonstrating the elements and skills of the activity to 
enable full participation in the activity.

• Excellence: Perform a physical activity to an outstanding level in an applied setting 
involves the consistent, effective and accomplished demonstration of the elements and 
skills of the physical activity to enable full participation in the activity.

Activities included in this chapter
This chapter includes a range of activities with guidelines for assessment. Other activities 
can also be used for assessment.

A rubric contains instructions for different categories of achievement for selected skills 
in an activity.

A self/peer observation sheet is used to gather evidence, and enhances teaching and 
learning. It helps with fi nal assessment of a student’s performance.

Physical activity – Golf
Two options are available for assessing 
performance in golf:

• playing 9 holes at a golf course
• completing a modifi ed performance 

assessment in an appropriate outdoor 
environment.
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Option 1 – Playing 9 holes at a golf course
You are to complete a round of 9 holes of golf at a time specifi ed by your teacher. 
You are to hit off the appropriate tees (men’s or women’s).
Your teacher or an adult member of a golf club will observe your round and attest to the 
accuracy of your completed scorecard.
You are to submit your completed and verifi ed scorecard to your teacher on the 
completion of your round.
‘Achievement’, ‘Achievement with Merit’ and ‘Achievement with Excellence’ will be 
determined by your performance in relation to the course par.

Assessment schedule – Golf

Evidence Achievement Merit Excellence

Completed 
scorecard signed 
off by teacher or 
adult supervisor.

Boys – score is 20 or less 
over par for the best 6 
holes.
Girls – score is 20 or less 
over par for the best 5 
holes.

Score is 20 or 
less over par for 
9 holes.

Score is 12 or 
less over par for 
9 holes.

Option 2 – Performance Standards for Level 2 Golf
Assessment will be carried out in an appropriate outdoor setting, involving a fi ve iron, 
pitching and putting.
All tests are to be conducted using standard golf balls.

Five-iron assessment

Achievement Scores 7–20 in the assessment

Merit Scores 21–29 in the assessment

Excellence Scores 30+ in the assessment

Conditions
Six attempts.

Range:
• 50 m wide × 90+ m long (girls). • 50 m wide × 130+ m long (boys).
Shot measured for three components:
• distance – where shot stops • direction – width of the shot
• trajectory – where shot lands.
Each attempt evaluated for the three components. Maximum of 6 points for each hit 
(distance 2, direction 2, trajectory 2). 
No points are scored by a ball that fails to cross the 30 m (girls) / 60 m (boys) restraint 
line.
A tee may be used.
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NCEA Level 2 Physical Education material covered in this chapter is for Achievement 
Standard 91331 (Physical Education 2.5) ‘Examine the signifi cance for self, others and 
society of a sporting event, a physical activity, or a festival’ by looking at:
• the sporting environment
• personal factors related to sport in New Zealand society
• interpersonal factors related to sport in New Zealand society.

Signifi cance of sport in New Zealand
New Zealand has a rich and proud sporting and cultural history. This is shown by its 
relative success (per head of population) in international events as well as by the country’s 
willingness and ability to host a range of international events. Sport is deeply ingrained 
in the psyche of New Zealanders and is part of our culture and our national identity, 
refl ecting who we are as we celebrate the successes and mourn the failures of our 
national teams.

 Activity 12A: Signifi cance of sport in New Zealand Ans p. 350

1. Brainstorm and identify at least three signifi cant international sporting events, 
activities or festivals that New Zealand has hosted recently.

2. a.  How do you feel about sport being so dominant in the way New Zealand views 
itself?

 b. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the emphasis on sport?

Socio-ecological model
The signifi cance of sport in 
New Zealand society can 
be explored using the socio-
ecological model, which 
comprises individual (self), 
interpersonal (others) and 
societal (society) factors. 
All three infl uences are 
interrelated.
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The sporting environment in New Zealand
The sporting environment in New Zealand consists of amateur, semi-professional and 
fully professional sport.

Amateurism and professionalism
Amateurism means players are not paid to participate in a certain activity. Amateur 
players participate because of the pleasure of being involved in a particular sport. 
Amateur sport relies on the generosity, loyalty and goodwill of thousands of volunteers 
who give their time freely so a sport can be played.

Professionalism means people are 
paid to participate. Professional 
sport is run as a business, and its 
success is often determined by the 
way teams manage their fi nances. 
The more money a professional 
team makes, the more money that 
can be spent on buying players, 
improving facilities and running 
development programmes.

Amateur sport relies on volunteers
who are there to help others

 Activity 12B: Amateur and professional rugby Ans p. 350

1. List two amateur and two professional sports played in New Zealand.
2. Using the two pictures below, identify four differences between amateur and 

professional rugby.
 Amateur rugby Professional rugby

   
3. Divide the following values into either ‘amateur’ or ‘professional’ with regard to 

rugby.
 Terms
 a. Loyalty   b. Entertainment 

c. Having cheerleaders  d. Playing for your mates 
e. Requiring contracts  f. Pride in your province 
g. Love of the game   h. Community spirit

 i. Sport as a business  j. Goodwill
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NCEA Level 2 Physical Education material covered in this chapter is for Achievement 
Standard 91332 (Physical Education 2.6) ‘Evaluate leadership strategies that contribute to 
the effective functioning of a group’ by looking at:
• styles of leadership.

What is leadership?
A leader has infl uence over other people. This infl uence can be used to bring about change 
or maintain the status quo. It can be used positively or negatively. Good leaders understand 
the needs of those they are working with and often make sacrifi ces so others may benefi t.

Example
A leader may choose to spend extra time after a practice getting to know a player’s 
family so the leader can understand that player better.

Leaders are people others should like to follow. They get the best out of people by 
inspiring or motivating people to achieve what they are capable of. Leadership skills are 
necessary in all walks of life. Anything that involves people working together to complete 
a task will usually require some form of leadership. 

Leadership requires responsibility and can be a thankless and lonely task

 Activity 15A: What do you know about leadership? Ans p. 357

1. Identify some leadership roles at school.
2. Give two examples of national coaches and their sport.
3. Discuss the following topic:  ‘Good leaders have earned the respect of the people 

they are leading.’
  Are there any circumstances when this view would not be correct? If so, explain 

those circumstances.
4. Describe the skills of a good leader.
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Styles of leadership 
A number of leadership styles can be used when working with a group according to the 
personality of the leader, the needs of the group, and the situation they are in. Each style 
has advantages and disadvantages.

Shared leadership
Burden shared amongst a group
of people (partnership).
Shifts the burden of responsibility
off a single person and onto two
or three people.
Uses the experience of others to
make effective and well-judged
decisions.

Laissez-faire
Leader is ‘laid back’ and takes little
responsibility for making decisions.
No control exerted over the group.
Individuals have freedom to make
their own decisions and use their
initiative.

Authoritarian
One leader takes sole responsibility
for the group.
Leader takes firm control of the
group and makes all decisions.
Avoids confusion and indecision,
so decisions can be made quickly.

Consensus
All individuals contribute to
decision-making process, with the
majority view followed.
Allows group to feel valued and
to take ownership in group
activities.
Allows discussion and consensus,
improving accuracy of decision
making.

Large

Small

Amount of control

 Activity 15B: Styles of leadership Ans p. 358

1. Identify three leadership roles that occur in a sports team.
2. Identify situations where using each of the following leadership styles would be 

desirable, and the possible disadvantages of each of the leadership styles.
 a. Authoritarian
 b. Shared leadership
 c. Consensus
 d. Laissez-fair

Coaching philosophy
Many coaches have a philosophy or reason behind what they are doing. Some coaches 
approach leadership to ‘get the job done’ (a task-centred approach); other coaches focus 
on developing the person as a whole (e.g. character, attitudes and values), not just their 
physical skills (the people-centred approach). Most coaches use a mixture of task-centred 
and people-centred approaches, and usually adapt over time to become better and more 
balanced coaches. The philosophy of a coach will depend on the personality of the coach 
and the age and background of participants. 
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NCEA Level 2 Physical Education material covered in this chapter is for Achievement 
Standard 91333 (Physical Education 2.7) ‘Analyse the application of risk management 
strategies to a challenging outdoor activity’ by looking at:
• risk factors from the environment, equipment and people
• decision making
• risk management systems.

Risks

Risks are not necessarily negative.

Facing risks and hazards in the outdoors can lead to memorable and fulfi lling experiences 
that develop self-esteem, confi dence and a sense of achievement. However, it is important 
to manage risks so that an activity, while demanding, is not life threatening. 

Improved
personal
growth and
confidence

Challenging situation
(e.g. balancing on a log while passing others)

Current state
of personal
growth and
confidence

Safety procedures
to manage risk
(e.g. lifejackets
when working
around water)

Risk
(e.g. falling into the water)

Risk management
Good risk management regulates physical activities to reduce the likelihood of accident 
or injury, which increases the confi dence of participants, and encourages more people to 
be involved because they know their safety will not be compromised. 
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The risk inherent in an activity should be balanced by safety procedures

Risk factors 
Identifying risk factors is an important step towards participating in outdoor activities. A 
health and safety policy should be developed that cancels or postpones an activity if risk 
management strategies are not adhered to.

Environment
Participants need to 
be aware of cultural, 
historical, geographic, 
and environmental 
features of the activity 
site, e.g. visibility, 
temperature, nature of 
terrain, and physical 
hazards such as objects 
and wires.

Equipment
Protective gear such as 
helmets, clothing and 
suitable footwear of 
the correct size and in 
good condition must 
be available as well as 
emergency equipment 
– fi rst aid kit, food and 
fl uids.

People
Consider attributes such 
as body size, knowledge, 
skills, fi tness, as well as 
group dynamics such 
as being able to work 
together and follow 
instructions. Need to 
understand personality 
and cultural differences 
that might affect morale.

Example
Risk factors if / when a person falls and badly sprains an ankle while tramping.
Environment
• Wet weather • Slippery ground surface
• Unfamiliar terrain • Being outside cellphone range / no radio access
Equipment
• Footwear inadequate for conditions 
• Insuffi cient food or drink, leading to tiredness
• Safety gear inadequate, so no support for injured joint after initial injury
People
• Immaturity • Inadequate supervision
• Poor discipline, fooling around and going off track.
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 ANSWERS

  Activity 1A: What is physical activity? (page 3)
Students’ own opinions

 Activity 1B:  Personal knowledge and opinions about ‘fi tness is related to 
body shape’ (page 5)

Students’ own answers

  Activity 1C: Perspectives regarding body shape and fi tness (page 6)
1. Other examples of each SPEECH perspective relating to body shape and fi tness may 

include:
 •  Societal – availability of laxatives (for weight loss) and cosmetic surgery (to change 

appearance); elitist attitude in society that gives people who look attractive special 
treatment (people like to employ those who are attractive).

 •  Political – government decisions about what is taught regarding body shape and 
fi tness through the school curriculum; amount of money spent by the government 
on promoting a healthy body image, and educating the public about health.

 •  Economic – the media constantly show unrealistic body shapes and link them 
with products to make money. Fitness industry sells benefi ts of exercise by linking 
benefi ts to their particular fi tness centre (e.g. if people join their gym they can 
experience all the common benefi ts of exercise).

 •  Environmental – media use computer imagery to make human bodies look perfect; 
if a family with large body shapes maintains an active and healthy lifestyle, the 
children can have healthy attitudes about their bodies and health.

 •  Cultural – in Eastern cultures (Asia and the Middle East) there are conservative 
values concerning the exposure of the human body, especially the female body; 
body exposure is looked upon negatively, regarded as a sign of disrespect.

 •  Historical – different attitudes over time relating to what is an acceptable way 
for males and females to look; in European culture, a slim body is considered 
to refl ect a person’s lifestyle, whereas in Maori culture, a larger body type is 
considered important for males as a display of strength and important in females 
for bearing and raising children.

2. a.  Might view being fi t as maintaining a reasonable quality of life (e.g. being able to 
walk to the dairy for a paper, or being able to play golf).

 b.  Might view being fi t as remaining injury free and being able to perform to the best 
of their ability on the international stage.

 c.  Might view the baby being fi t as the baby not getting sick or contracting infections.
 d.  Might view being fi t as being able to exercise at moderate intensity and maintain a 

toned body.
 e.  Might view being fi t as not getting sick and looking attractive for potential partners.
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abduction 50, 57–8
active movement 316–17
adduction 51, 57–9
advertising 6, 28, 36–8, 220–5, 229
aerobic fi tness (defi nition) 150–1
aerobic power 128, 150, 153, 156
aerobic system 149, 154
agility 128–9, 145–8, 155, 163–4
agonist and antagonist muscles 60–1
air resistance 74, 81, 84
amateurism 206
anaerobic system 149
angle of release 85–8
angular momentum 71–2, 74–5
angular velocity 73, 75
anticipation 113
antisocial behaviour 217
appendicular skeleton 46
arousal 167–70, 173, 175
associative (learning) stage 97–8
authoritarian leadership 250
autonomous (learning) stage 97–8
axial skeleton 46

balance (physical) 46, 91–2, 139, 145, 
157–8

ball-and-socket joint 47–8, 53
barriers (to participation in physical 

activity) 15–16
behaviour management continuum 283–4
biomechanical principles 43–105
blood pressure 8
blood vessels 43, 150
body image 15, 36
body language 233, 267, 270
bones 12, 43–50, 52–4, 56–8, 67, 228
boundaries (rules) 10, 287
broadcasting 220, 229, 239

carbohydrates 151, 318
cardiovascular fi tness 12, 20, 124, 128
cartilage 52–4
cartilaginous joints 52, 55
centre of gravity 72–3, 75, 88–9, 139

cheerleaders 236–7
circuit training 163–5
circumduction 59
closed skill 92–4, 103, 105, 112, 255
co-ordination 114, 145, 227
cognitive stage (of learning) 97
communication 267–72
concentration 98, 103, 167, 170–1
condyloid joint 54
confi dence 14, 167, 169, 172, 175–7, 

293
conservation of momentum 74–5
context (for activity) 20–1
continuous skills 95
continuous training 128, 151–3
core strength 134, 139
core training 128, 139–40
critical thinking 4–7, 39, 253
cue cards 109

decision making 301
demonstrations 97, 109–10, 271
DISC (personality types) 259
discrete skills 95
discretionary effort 282
distributed practice 103
dorsifl exion 51, 58
drag 80, 82–4
drugs 6, 29, 31, 226–8, 230
duration (of an activity) 20, 120, 123, 

149, 155

eccentric forces 73
economic infl uences 4, 6, 219
ellipsoid joint 54
energy systems 125, 149
environmental factors 114
environmental impact 310
ethical infl uences 219
exercise (defi nition) 10
extension 50, 54, 57–8, 60, 87, 141
externally paced skills 92, 96


